‘Our Voices, Our Choices’

Oil “Midnight ____” was a famous Australian band that wrote “Beds Are Burning”, a song about indigenous land rights. Your fingers also produce this naturally, which is harmful to old metals and woods.

**Referendum** The process for changing the Constitution.

**Citizen** A member of a country with rights and responsibilities.

**Twelve** How many senators represent each State?

**High** Which court settles arguments over the Constitution? “The ____ Court.”

**Cabinet** What is the name for the group of senior ministers, including the Prime Minister?

**State** There are three levels of government in Australia: “federal, ___, and local.”

**Petition** A list of names and signatures supporting a cause is known as a...

**Protest** Marching in the streets, chanting slogans and holding signs.

**Mabo** What is the name of the famous court case which created Native Title (Indigenous land rights)?

**Berlin** Which European city had a large wall dividing the East and West?

**Communism** An alternative system of government, opposed to Democracy and one of the causes of the Cold War.

**Vietnam** A south-east Asian country, where a controversial war took place in the 60s and 70s.

**Cartoons** Newspapers publish these illustrations of leaders and issues, called political...

**Speech** The Press can criticise the government because they are protected by “Freedom of…”

**Opposition** This group of people in Parliament is sometimes called the ‘government in waiting’.

**Revolution** A radical change or overthrow of government.

**Suffragettes** A group of women who lobbied for democratic rights and freedoms, including the right to vote and stand for election.

**Premier** The head of government in a State.

**Whitlam** The only Australian Prime Minister to be dismissed by the Governor-General was “Gough _____”